ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Several methods have been proposed for quantification of target DNA after polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, and several review papers have discussed and compared the advantages and limitations of these methods (5- 8, 11, 13, 24, 25, 27, 32) .
One of the most popular methods for obtaining a quantitative PCR assay is to incorporate a specific internal standard in the sample that will be amplified with the same efficiency and detected in a quantitative post-PCR assay independently of the target sequence, so that a comparison of the two signals is possible (2, 14, 29, 32) . To be amplified with the same efficiency, the internal standard must share the same primer recognition sites and be as similar as possible to the target sequence in terms of G/C content, length and, if possible, share some common sequence.
The design of the internal standard relates not only to the constraint of having the same efficiency during PCR, but also to the method used for the detection. For example, many assays have been performed using internal standards that have the same sequence as the target DNA except for a deletion. In this case, the two sequences can be separated and detected according to their size by gel electrophoresis (3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 17, 24, 30) . One variant to this method was to introduce mutations in the target sequence to obtain a site recognized by a restriction enzyme and to use this mutated sequence as the standard (16, 26) . After the amplification, the products of the internal standard are digested by the appropriated enzyme, so that two small fragments are produced that are recognized by their electrophoretic pattern. The method requires a step of enzymatic digestion that has to be quantitative, and correction has to be made for the non-digested heteroduplex (12, 14) .
When designed for routine equipments, cold labelings and detection in microwells are recommended for their simplicity and the possibility of automation. The constraint of these methods is that the sequence of the internal standard has to be at least partly different from the target DNA to allow their hybridization and detection by specific probes.
The most common solution is to capture the products on an immobilized probe fixed onto microwells. The sequence of the standard is then partly different from the target DNA to allow the two products to be captured on their specific complementary sequences. Therefore, the method is often referred to as the mimic standard method (19) . The PCR is performed using biotinylated primers that are detected using a streptavidin-peroxidase conjugate (19) . To be quantitative, both products should be hybridized with the same yield. One difficulty of the method is to choose the right copy number of the competitor compared to the target. If they are too different, the PCR cycle number selected for being in the exponential phase for one sequence will not be valid for the other one, being either below or above these limits. Therefore, the constraint of this method is that the standard or the target concentrations have to be adapted to contain a copy number in the same range. Other methods have been proposed based, for example, on the detection of biotinylated products by specific probes after their capture on streptavidin-coated plates (22) or after covalent fixation on carboxylated support (15, 28) .
We investigated an alternative methodology by taking advantage of the possibilities given by the sandwich hybridization, which allows both the use of a capture probe for the binding of the requested products and the use of specific labeled detection probes for the quantification. The length, the G/C content and the primers of the standard are identical to the target sequence. Both products contain a long common sequence for their capture on a common capture probe and a short specific sequence that allows the fixation of a biotinylated specific probe.
We will show how the design of such an internal standard fulfils the conditions requested for being competitive during the PCR amplification and during the detection in the sandwich hybridization assay.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of the Standard
The sequence of cytomegalovirus (CMV) internal standard is described in Figure 1 . It contains the same sequences as the target DNA for primers binding: ( i) the forward primer 1, 5 ′ -CTG-CTCACTTTCTTCCTGATCACTG-3 ′; ( ii ) the reverse primer 2, 5 ′ -CCAAG-CGGCCTCTGATAACCAA-3 ′ ; ( iii ) a large common sequence (CS); and ( iv ) a specific sequence (SS) of 40 bases.
The CS fragment was amplified by PCR on plasmid PAT153 harboring Hin dIII fragment E of the CMV genome AD 169 strain 1 (20) using primer 2 (underlined) with a Eco RI sequence 5 ′ -CGGAATTCCGCCAAG-CGGCCTCTGATAACCAAG-3 ′and primer 3 (underlined) with a Xba I sequence (underlined), 5 ′ -GCTCTAG-AGC GT A CAGGGGACTCTGGGG G-TGAC -3 ′ . The PCR generated a 269-bp CS product having Eco RI and Xba I restriction sites at its extremities.
The (Mannheim, Germany). The sequence of the internal standard was finally checked by DNA sequencing (ABI PRISM™377 Sequencer; PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).
Amplification of CMV Sequence and Standard Sequence
The CMV target and standard sequences were amplified by PCR using the primers 1 and 2 as presented in Fig 
Hybridization of Standard and CMV Products
After PCR amplification, the products were denatured for 10 min at 100°C. Forty microliters of the product were incubated in polystyrene microwells containing single-stranded capture probes covalently fixed onto the plastic (Lambdatech, Namur, Belgium). Fifty microliters of a hybridization solution (SSC4 × , Denhardt 10 × and nonspecific denatured salmon sperm DNA at 200 µ g/mL) are added to each well. Denhardt's solution and salmon sperm DNA were purchased from Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO, USA). Twenty nanograms of the denatured biotinylated probe of 40 bases specific for CMV or for the standard were then added in a volume of 10 µ L. Hybridization took place for 2 h at 70°C in a waterbath.
Detection of Hybridized Biotinylated Probes
The colorimetric detection was performed using a streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate (Medgenix, Fleurus, Belgium) diluted 2000 ×as previously described (1, 31 Hybridization is carried out in parallel in two identical tubes bearing the same capture probe. Each of these tubes is then processed for the fixation of a biotinylated probe specific either for the target or for the standard products and then assayed using an enzyme-streptavidin conjugate. To be quantitative, each of these steps has to be performed with the same efficiency for both the T and S sequences.
recorded for 1 h at room temperature in a Luminoskan ® Bioluminometer Microplate Reader (Flow Laboratories, Helsinki, Finland), and the results were expressed as relative light units (RLU).
Sample Preparation
MRC-5 fibroblasts monolayers were infected with the AD169 strain of CMV as previously described (23) . As soon as the cytopathic effects were observed, the cultures were subjected twice to freeze-thaw cycles, and the supernatants were clarified by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 min in a BIOFUGE Centrifuge (Heraeus, Hanau, Germany). For the PCR, 10 µ L of the diluted supernatants were added with 10 µ L of standard into 80 µ L of PCR mixture and processed as described here.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quantification of the target CMV DNA could only be obtained if both the PCR and the sandwich hybridization that are required for the assay are performed with the same efficiency for both the target and standard DNA. Figure 1 shows the composition of the standard sequence and is very similar to the target except for a SS of 40 bases. Figure 2 schematically presents the protocol that combines the competitive PCR with the hybridization of the products. Before performing the entire experiment, we first checked that both sequences had identical efficiency during PCR amplification and that both products gave the same hybridization yield in the sandwich hybridization assay.
Efficiency of PCR and Hybridization
Concentration curves of target and standard products were first performed by hybridization on microwells containing the capture probe complementary to the CS of both products using biotinylated detection probes for 40 bases specific either for the CMV or for the SS. Detection of the hybrid was performed either using the colorimetric or the bioluminescent assay. Both products gave identical results with a good response between 0.5 and 5 ng of products in both detection methods (not shown).
Because both products were detected with the same efficiency in the hybridization step, we then compared the efficiency of their amplification by PCR. The experiment was performed starting with purified plasmids containing the sequence either for the CMV DNA or of the internal standard. The concentrations of plasmids were estimated using the absorbance at 260 nm. The PCR was performed for 40 cycles on variable copy numbers ranging from 30-1 × 10 6 . Both products were detected in the tested range of concentrations with a sharp rise of the signal between 30 and 1000 copies followed by a plateau at higher concentrations (not shown). There was some variability in the results due to the amplification step, but the two curves were parallel and overlapped each other, indicating similar amplification and detection efficiencies.
Competitive PCR
Competitive PCR was then performed on target CMV DNA, ranging from 30-1 × 10 6 copies in the presence of 1000 copies of internal standard. PCR products were divided in two microwells, and the amount of either the target or the standard products was detected as described in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the experimental data obtained in the two wells for each concentration of CMV DNA. At the lowest CMV copy number, the value for the detection of the target CMV was 0.580, which is ten times the control value (0.055). Values strongly increased between 30 and 1000 copies and then gradually reached a plateau. The standard curve showed the opposite pattern starting from a plateau at low CMV concentrations and decreasing steadily between 1000 and 300 000 CMV copies. Theoretically, the ratio between the target and the standard DNA should be conserved along the various steps of the assay (Figure 2) . Thus, we calculated for each CMV DNA copy number, the ratio of the signal given for the detection of the CMV and the standard products, and we plotted these ratios as the function of the CMV DNA copies. The results are presented in Figure 4 . A linear relationship was observed between 30 and 10 6 copies. A detection ratio of 1 was ob -tained for 1000 CMV DNA copies, which was the expected value, because 1000 copies of internal standard were also added in each sample. The linear portion of this concentration curve is especially long when compared to the short concentrations range detected in the hybridization curve. Figure 3 shows the reason for this large range of detection, in which below 1000 CMV copies, the increase in the ratio is mostly due to the increase in the values for CMV products, while the standard values are almost constant. The picture is the opposite above 1000 CMV copies, with the values for the CMV products being almost constant, while those for the standard decreased. Thus, the large range is the result of a double zone of detection assays.
As expected, the variability of the assay increases at both ends of the curve, with a very good reproducibility zone between 100 and 100 000 copies that is centered on both sides of 1000 copies and used for the internal standard. We also systematically observed a high variability from sample to sample when few copies of target DNA, usually below 100, were present. Such variability was especially observed when no internal standard was present.
Influence of PCR Cycles
In our experiments, the number of PCR cycles were fixed at 40 to reach maximal amplification. We then tested the influence of the number of PCR cycles on the validity of the assay. Four CMV copy numbers ranging from 100-10 5 were amplified by PCR in the presence of 1000 copies of internal standard. The PCR amplifications were stopped either after 25, 30, 35 or 40 cycles, and both products were detected as described in Figure 2 . The results are presented in Figure 5 . Whatever the number of cycles of the PCR, a linear relationship was observed between the ratios of the CMV to the internal standards products with respect to the initial CMV copy number. The CMV DNA copy numbers that corresponded to a ratio of 1 were calculated from the linear regression line and were found to be 760, 920, 830 and 720, respectively, for PCR cycles of 25, 30, 35 and 40. The fact that the linearity of the assay is observed along the PCR cycles suggests that heterologous reassociation of the two products occurs that would lead to a simultaneous lowering of the amplification efficiency in both products. Formation of a heterologous product is possible because of their long CS (Figure 1) .
We verified the reciprocal influence of one product on the other by following the production of standard products along the PCR cycles either when amplified alone or in the presence of an excess of CMV copies. We observed that in this case, the increase in the standard products stopped exactly when the CMV products reached their maximum (not shown). These observations clearly indicate that the excess of one product, in this case, the target CMV, affects the amplification of the other one. They also explain why the excess of PCR cycles does not affect the ratio between the target and the standard products.
Sample Analysis
Supe rnatants from MRC-5 fibroblasts infected with CMV were diluted 1000 times and directly processed for PCR as described in Materials and 680BioTechniques
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Methods. The PCR tests were designed in two different ways: ( i ) 4 PCRs were processed with 4 different copies of internal standard (100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000 copies), while the amount of the sample was maintained constant ( Figure 6A ), and ( ii) 4 PCRs were performed using 500 copies of internal standard and 4 successive 5-fold dilutions of the sample ( Figure 6B ). Using a log-log regression method, we calculated the amount of CMV DNA present in the sample. We found 8000 copies when the internal standard was diluted ( Figure 6A ) while an estimation of 7150 copies was obtained when the sample was diluted ( Figure 6B ). The equivalence between the CMV and the standard DNA copy number was obtained for a dilution of 0.07 of the sample. The same experiment was performed with a 10 000 time dilution of the culture supernatant ( Figure 6 , C and D). We calculated a value of 800 CMV copies present in the test when the experiment was done with dilutions of the standard ( Figure 6C ) and 945 when the sample was diluted ( Figure 6D ). In this last experiment ( Figure 6D ), only two points were significant, while the data for the last two dilutions (0.053 and 0.044) were too close to the background to be significant. Now that the methodology of this quantification method is settled, the method is currently being tested on a large scale on clinical samples. Figure 1 shows that the design of the internal standard for CMV DNA was effectively found to be competitive for the PCR amplification and for the hybridization on the capture probe. The combination of both steps showed that the ratio between the target CMV and the internal standard DNA was conserved along the different steps of the process. Beside the quantification of the CMV DNA, the results showed two interesting features. First, we observed quantification on a long concentration range centered on both sides of the number of internal standard copies. This lead to very reproducible results on three log concentrations and a good estimation for the other two log concentrations located at both ends of the curve. It is possible to shift this concentration range by changing the amount of internal standard copies added in the samples. We performed experiments Vol. 25, No. 4 (1998) BioTechniques 681
CONCLUSIONS
Figure 5. Effect of the PCR cycle number on the quantification of CMV target DNA using a competitive PCR and hybridization. Four concentrations of CMV target DNA ranging from 100-100 000 copies were processed for 25, 30, 35 or 40 PCR cycles in the presence of 1000 copies of internal standard. Forty microliters of each PCR product were used for sandwich hybridization either with CMV specific probe or with standard specific probe. The detection was performed using a luminescent measurement. The results are expressed as the ratio of the signal of the CMV to the standard product detection.
with 100 or 500 copies of standard, and we could detect as little as 10 CMV target copies, but as already mentioned, the variability of the PCR from tube to tube with samples containing less than 100 copies became important. We also performed assays with a fixed CMV copy number of 60000 and 2 million, with standard copies ranging from 1000-10 million, and we obtained standardization curves adapted for the higher CMV copy number. Secondly, an important feature of this method is independence of the assay from the PCR cycle number because of the very close similarity between the internal standard and the target DNA. This property results from the similar efficiency of the PCR along the cycles for the two sequences. This is especially useful since the PCR cycles do not have to be restricted to the linear amplification range for the target and/or the standard. Furthermore, one can conduct high numbers of PCR cycles and be able to detect low copy numbers of the target DNA. Inhibition of one product amplification by the other one at high PCR cycles is only obtained when the two products are identical on a long sequence (21) . In mimic PCR, for example, in which only the primers are identical, this is not observed, and the two products are amplified independently from each other (18) . The use of this described method for quantification of DNA sequences requires that the proportion of the sequence specific for the target and the standard has to be low compared to the overall common sequence. Here, the SS of 40 bases represents only 13% of the total products. If this was not the case, then the two sequences would be amplified independently at high PCR cycles and the detection ratio would change along with the PCR cycles, as in the mimic PCR. Thus, it is necessary to carefully assess the design of the standard if one needs to apply to other targets.
The overall process, PCR amplification and sandwich hybridization, is performed within one day and is easily adaptable for multiple assays because it uses microwells and a colorimetric detection in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) microplate reader. Practically, we propose that the amplification be performed with a 5-fold dilution of the internal standard, for example ranging from 50-6250 copies, while the amount of the sample to be tested is maintained constant. After PCR amplification and detection of the target and the internal standard products, the ratios of these two values are expressed as a function of the standard copy number. The regression line between these 4 points allows the calculation of the dilution that should correspond to a ratio of 1. At this ratio, the target DNA copy number is equal to the added internal standard copy number. This is exemplified in Figure 6 , A and C. Such procedure has the advantage to be valid even when the number of CMV copies in the initial sample is very low, and it should make such an assay very attractive in clinical laboratories.
